
TeamBoard Presentation Boards
Product Codes:
TMES6448W
TMES7748W
TMES8448W
TMES8251W
TMES8553W *Size only 
available in MES

Also Available:
Dimension Stele 
(DM)
Dimension Stele Boxcore 
(DMB)
Presentation Board Boxcore 
(PBB)

Not all whiteboards are created equal! Only our proprietary EVS surface meets the performance 
requirements of a professional-grade dry erase whiteboard as well as being a high quality projection-
capable surface.

Guaranteed-to-clean, even if accidentally marked with permanent marker, TeamBoard Presentation 
Boards are intended for daily use dry-erase. The low-gloss surface reduces room glare and provides 
a projection ready surface. Finally, EVS provides a stylus-friendly, direct-touch friendly tactile 
surface, ideal for use with interactive projectors. With a robust construction, a contemporary 
industrial design, and backed by the Egan warranty, TeamBoard Presentation Boards are the ideal 
visual communication tool. Ships complete with a set of dry-erase markers Egan Microfiber cloth, 
pen tray, and mounting bracket.

FEATURES BENEFITS
Aspect Ratio 4:3, 16:9, 16:10 active Projected Image Area (white space) formats available.

Egan Versa Surface (EVS) An Egan exclusive, EVS is an enhanced presentation surface. Guaranteed-to-clean dry 
erase for daily use, and a low-gloss, 160 degree viewing angle projection surface. 

High Quality Egan Board 
foundation 

Steel-backed, recycled aluminum core frame with recycled honeycomb core construction 
provides excellent dimensional stability for even the toughest environments. The 
lightest, strongest, most environmentally friendly TeamBoard Presentation board ever. 
The extruded recycled aluminum external frame also means high aesthetic appeal and 
robust functionality in almost any environment.

Color Clear anodized aluminum frame.
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DESIGN INTENT 
Egan Presentation Board is designed to provide demanding professionals with a high quality dry erase enviroment 
that also performs as a low-glare projection surface, with a smooth tactile finish suitable for both stylus and direct 
touch. 

WHAT’S IN THE BOX...
Egan Presentation Board
Fixed wallmount brackets 
4 dry erase markers 
Pen Tray 

Dimensions (OD) TMES6448W TMES7748W TMES8448W TMES8251W TMES8553W

Presentation 
Board Outer 
Dimensions 
(OD)

Diagonal 80” 90 ¾” 96 ½” 96 ½” 100”

Width 64” 77” 84” 82” 85”

Height 48” 48” 48” 51” 53”

Depth 7/8” 7/8” 7/8” 7/8” 7/8”

Active 
Projected 
Image Area 
(PIA)

Diagonal 79” 90” 95” 95” 99 1/4"


